INSTRUCTIONS
FOR GUL
CHRONOGRAPH WATCHES
Functions: analogue time, 1/1-second chronograph, date.
Buttons: S1 is the upper, S2 is the middle (the crown), S3
is the lower button.
Dials: D1 is the upper dial (showing chronograph minutes),
D2 is the middle dial (showing chronograph hours), D3 is
the lower dial (showing 1 second in chronograph function
and seconds in time function).
Setting the watch: Pull S2 all the way out. The D3 dial
hand will turn to “0“. Turn S2 to set time. Push S2 back
and the D3 second hand will start from “0“.
Setting the date: Pull S2 halfway out. Turn S2 to set date.
Advance the time 12 hours if the date shifts at 12 AM.
Chronograph operation: Measures up to 30 minutes
with 1/1-second precision. Start the chronograph with
S1, stop with S1 and reset with S3. Accumulated elapsed
time can also be measured by starting with S1, stopping
with S1 and then restarting with S1. D3 will start one step
movement, showing time function seconds, when S3 is
pressed once again after resetting the chronograph.
The large dial’s minute/hour hands will show correct time
even when the chronograph is used.
D3 hand stops moving 30 seconds after the chronograph
is started, but continues counting and shows elapsed time
when S1 is pressed.
Adjusting the Chronograph: If the chronograph hands do
not return to “0“ after reset: Pull S2 all the way out. Press
S1 to adjust chronograph second hand. Press S3 to adjust
chronograph 1/1-second hand. Press continuously for
quick advance adjustment.
Battery: Normal lifetime is 1.5 years, depending on how
much the chronograph function is used. A watch specialist
must change the battery.
Water-resistant: 10 ATM (all water sports incl. snorkelling, but not for diving).
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